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A

Robert Dahl's seminal theory of ethnic politics (196Il. schol
ars of minority politics have wondered what effect ethnicity has on political
behavior. Distinct from Dahl's research on "ethnic politics." research on race was
prominent among political scientists interested in the African American political in
corporation. Harold Gosnell (1935), Gunnar Myrdal(1944), and V. O. Key (1949)
all investigat<::d the extent to which African American political participation differed
from whit<::s and noted that race was an important variable to consider. While re
search on African American voting trends finds that race can matter. work on La
tino voting has generally not found this to be the case. This essay seeks to provide
an answer to the question of whether or not ethnic identification influences Latino
voting behavior. Specifically. does the presence of Latino candidates mobilize the
L~tino electorate, resulting in strong support for the coethnic candidate?
In 2001. 2003, and 2005 mayoral elections in several of the nation's largest
cities witnessed Latino candidates running vigorous and competitive campaigns
that seemed to generate political excitement among Latino voters. In New York.
Los Angeles. Miami, Houston. Denver. San Francisco. and Sim Antonio high
profile Latino candidates for mayor made headlines by running strong campaigns.
In the fall of 2002. viable Latino candidates were garnering national media atten
tion in the New Mexico and Texas governors' races. Elsewhere. Latino candidates
surfaced in mayoral elections in Bloomington. Indiana. and Las Vegas. Nevada,
and for the first time Latinos were elected to city councils in Georgia and others
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to st.He l<:gis1.ltur<:s in 0:orth Carolina and \lorth Dakota. Nationwide. the National
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Association of Luino El<:cted Officials (NALEO) reported that nearly one thou

Shared ethnicity model of Latino political behavior

4.1

sallJ more Lainos hold public oitice now than ten years ago. Simply stated, cities
Jnd stJtes

,1CroSS

Electoral Context

the nJtion .lre witnessing both In increJse in Latinos cJndidates

and In increase in Lnino dectoral ~uccess. \Vhile the rise in btino candidJtes
might be seen
cJndidJtes

.IS

el110W

the inevitable consequence of gains in Latino population, Latino
a political environment to surface that may result in higher rates

of voting .md strong support for Latino candidates by Latino voters. a proposition

Latino

that \\a5 previously untestable. The Jim of this work is not tu explain the success
of Latino candidates for office. 1 but rather. to examine what influence these candi
dJtes have on the voting behavior of LJtino voters.
As evidenced by Biliana Ambrecht and Harry Pachon (1974) and John Garcia
and Rodolfo de la CJr:a (19851. previous research on Latino political behavior has
played down the role of shared ethnicity. Attempts to understand the compara
tively lower rates of turnout among Latinos have often focused on lower levels of
resources (DeSipio 1996), and lower levels of civic skills (Verba. Scholzman. and
BrJdy 19lJS) leaving much room for improvement in explJining the Latino vote.
This essay presents two improvements in modeling Latino political behavior:
(1) accountinb for the presence of Latino candidates: and (2) introducing J measure
of ethnic identification. I <lrgue /h<1t the eleetorul context surrounding the c<lmp<1igns

oj I,l/ino c<1lldiJ<1tcs is J l1lobiii'Jillg factor that leads to strong levels of support for the
cocthllic ct/IllJid<1/c.' Further. this effect should hold after controlling for standard
predictors of political participation JS well JS for election-specific issues.' Thus,
my basic argument rests on 1\vo theories: first. ethnic candidates increase the level
of psychologicJI engJgemcnt and interest in the election among ethnic voters ([ate

<
<
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Election

Low ethnic
identihc3tion ~
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While J handful of studies have examined the connection between ethnicity
and political participation, they have repeatedly concluded that no direct link ex
ists for Latino voters. 1n articles published in Social Science Quarterly, Cain and
Kiewiet (1984) and Graves and Lee (2000) both show that in explaining candidate
preference. pJrtisanship-not ethnicity-is the deciding factor for Latinos. and in
his book. Counting Oil/he I.atino "ote. Louis DeSipio observes that. "ethnicity will
come to play less of J role in I Latino j political decision-making than will other so
cietal divisions" (1996), The project proposed here is important in thJt (1) it brings
a variety of new. experimental evidence to bear on this question, and (2) it provides
an alternative mechanism for measuring ethnic identificiihon that better captures
the effect of shared ethnicity.

]()93. 2003: Garcia and Arce 1988) and second. ethnic candidates direct more re

sources to mobi1i:e voters in ethnic communities (Leighley 2001). While not all
ethni.:: cJndidates .He publicly running "ethnic campJigns," for those who arc. the

Ethnic Identification and Latino Voting

argument is quite clear and for those who aren't. it is still likely that their campaigns
will rea.::h out to minority voters and that their candidacy will resonate with some
minoritv voters.

Before undertaking this analysis, the case must be made why Latinos might have

However. the effect may not be the same for all Latino voters. and therefore it

a sense of shared ethnic identity. and second. why ethnicity is more likely to mat
ter in future elections. While an individual may have multiple identities. there

is necessJry to include a measure of the degree of ethnic identification. Building
on theories of minority empowerment Jnd raciJI incorporation. I make the case

often exists a group of people with whom an individual may share many identi
ties. such as language. cultural practices. religion, Jnd race. "Peoplehood" then

that for Latino voters with high levels of ethnic identification. coethnic candidates

is roughly "coterminous with a given rural land space; political government. no

increase their level of political awareness and interest in the election. increase the

matter how rudimentary, a common culture in which a principal clement WJS a set

opportunity to be contacted Jnd asked to vote. generate a sense of psychological

of religious beliefs and values shared more or less uniformly by all memhers of the

engagement with the political system. Jnd strengthen feelings of shared group con

group, and a common racial background ensuring an absence of wide differences

sciousness (e.g .. Uhbner 1989: Leighley 200il

in physical type" (Gordon 1964). This sense of peoplehood is best described as the
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individuJl"s cthnicitr I from the Greek L'fllllos. meJning "people"! that may encom

According to Bobo and Gilliam. minority elected officials empower minority

pJS, his or her rell'e. religion. n.nionJI origin. bnguage. Jl1li more. Although ethnic

communities. resulting in higher level, of voting and block voting. In particubr,

identity is tluid.•1 society may develop seemingly fixed categories for identification

African American mayors arc found to empower African American voters through

thJt ser\'(:' to reinforce eJch identity as separate Jnd unique and that reinforce group

feelings of shared group consciousness and in-group benefits. I expand this to La

members' attachment to their ethnic identity. As Will Herberg notes, "The way in

tino voters and Latino mayors to test whether or not the effect is the same. More

which one identifies Jnd locates oneself (·Who. whJt. am I?') is closely related to

important. Bobo and Gilliam provide a framework that envisions minority candi

how one is identified and located in the larger community C\Vho. what, is he?')"

dates and office holders as instrumental in explaining minority participation. Fi

(19:;:;). The social constructions of group identification. whether real or not. guide

nally. from a practical perspective. Lionel Sosa,

individu.lls to tJke their pbce in J group and act as a member of the group. The

campaign adviser. notes that in his experience conducting focus groups and target

J

media consultant and presidential

extent to \vhich they Jct congruently on political issues is the question being con

ing Latino voters. positive ethnic identification with the candidate is an important

sidered here.

factor. Specifically. Sosa argues that, "issues also work, but only after Hispanic vot

hlT Latinos. there are four characteristics th.lt are common to all Hispanic

ers like and trust the candidate" (empha~is in original.

200 4).

,\mericJns regardless of their background: Latin American heritage, the immigrant

Beyond the inclusion of two new and interesting data sets. 1 also propose an

experience. SpJnish language, Jnd SpJnish colonial influence. These four traits

alternative mechanism for measuring shared ethnicity that may account for its bck

Jre stronger for some Latinos than others and may be altogether dormant at times,

of relevance in previous research. Earlier attempts to include ethnicity in a model

but their existence CJnnot be easily refuted. Building on these four components. an

of Latino political behavior considered it to be an all or nothing issue in which all

additional component. ethnic discrimination. augments the relationship of these

Latinos are considered to have the same level of ethnic identification. Instead. this

characteristics and may bring Latinos together when one of these components

project proposes a sliding scalt::. similar to the measure of party identification, that

of ethnic identity is culturallv under attack. With this in mind. the shared ethnic

place Latinos on a spt::ctrum from low to high lewIs of ethnic identifICation. This

identification argument can be mJde that provides the foundation for this essay,

scale should include both direct Jnd indirect measures of ethnic identification.

that is. ethnicity is an important component of Latino political behavior. Further,

With a more accurate assessment of their degree of shared ethnicity, it becomes

given the decline of party control over campaigns and candidate centered elections

clear that for Latinos with higher levels of ethnic identification, ethnicity does play

(Wattenberg 1\)94). a growi ng interest in candidate qualities over issues (Popkin
1991). and the reliance on ethnic-based outreach and mobilization by candidates of

a central role in their political decision making.
The data employed here arc from two recent public opinion surveys of Latino

both major partIes (Segal zo(3). it may not be surprising that ethnic identification

registered voters. The first is a survey conducted by the Latino Issues Forum (LIF)

is now salient.

in

This research builds on the theories advanced by Carole Uhlaner (1989). Jan

2000

regarding vote choice among hypothetical candidates (one Latino, one

non-Latino) and the second is a Tomas Rivera Policy Institute (TRPI) survey from

Leighley (ZOOI), and Lawrence Bobo and Frank Gilliam (1990). among others.

2002

for California and New York, which explores cross-over voting tendencies

U hbner rctllles a theory of group relations to demonstrate that political participa

among Latinos. My argument is that after controlling for partisanship and issue

tion is rational. despite high costs. because in-group members receive additional

preference. ethnic attachment will lead Latino voters to support an ethnic candi

benefits from a sense of shared group consciousness. She argues that groups with

date. even across party lines.

more unified support for a candidate or issue have a stronger sense of group iden
tity. which they can usc as a hargaining chip to collect additional in-group benefits.
Leighley proposes a new model for examining Latino and African American politi

The Argument

cal participation that takes into account the shared group consciousness. minority
empowerment. and geographic racial context to improve on traditional socioeco

During the 19905. the Latino electorate grew faster than any other segment of

nomic models. In particular. she makes the argument that ethnic candidates direct

American vOters. Increasing from 3-7 million in 1988 to 5.9 million in

more resources to mobilizing ethnic communities and deserve more attention in

voters received national media attention and were courted heavily by both par

understanding Latino voting behavior.

ties in the

66
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presidential election. While Latinos have generally favored Demo
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cratic candidJtl:s. scholars and pundits have characterized the Latino community

TABLE 4.1

as heterogeneous and fluid as an electorate (pJchon 19<)<)). As stated above. eJrlier

Latino candidate preference nationwide in ZOOI mayoral elections

efforts to test the connection between ethniciry and vote choice for Latinos have
found partisanship to be an intervening variable of greater weight. leading schol
ars to conclude that ethnicity has only an indirect effect (Cain and Kiewiet 1984:
Graves emd Lee

:2000).

That is. ethnicity predicts party identification. which pre

dicts vote choice. but no direct tic between ethniciry and candidate preference is

City~

Candidate
%

~

Latino vot<.:

Source:

LOl

AngeieJ

Timel.

tul :\ngelel

Fhlustlm

Nc«' York

IIliumi

VillaraigosJ
82 0 10

SJnchez

Ferrer
84°m

Diaz
700;c

7 2 '0°_

/loUlton Chronicle. NcO;.' Y,'rh Time>. MiJmi I-lerJld exit poll>,

2001

said to exist. Recognizing areas of difference on policy issues among Latino voters.
I nonetheless argue that ethnic identity unites them. both explicitly and implicitly.

to the Cuban community and also won over 70 percent of the Latino vote despite

I argue that three trends·have made it possible for ethniciry to persist JS a central

being a registered Democrat in a community where most Latino voters are loyal

component of Latino politics in the twenty-first century. First. the Latino com

Republicans. In New York City. Puerto Rican candidate Freddy Ferrer garnered

munity hcls witnessed an increase in ethnic-based discrimination. making it more

over 80 percent of the diverse Latino vote. bringing tugether Puerto Rican. Do

likely that ethnicity will have a distinct influence on the political behavior of La
tinos. Anti-immigrant ballot measures. the rollback of affirmative action. and at

minican. Colombian. and Mexican American segments of the Latino community
in New York in the Democratic primary. Each of these four electiuns represents

tacks on bilingual education have alienated ,md angered Latino voters in many

an instance in which ethnic identiry seemed to playa primary role in candidate

states (Ramirez 200zb: Garcia-Bedolla 2000: Pachon 1998: Segura et al. 1997).

preference.

What's more. public opinion data suggests that Latinos are increasingly feeling
like targets of ethnic discrimination! Second. the number of viable Latino candi
dates for public offIce has increased dramatically over the past decade (Hero et

31.

Voting Preference Models

2000: Pach6n and DeSipio 1991). creating the opportunity for ethnic identity to
emerge in the political sphere., Third. rapid growth in naturalization. registr:ltion.

In an information-rich environment. voters are able to identify the policy platforms

and voter turnout among Latinos has given legitimacy to the size and significance

of all candidates and pick the one who best represents their own political interests.

of the Latino e1ectorJte (Sierra et :11.2000). The convergence of these three trends

In the model. a set of candidates can be placed at various points along an ideologi

during the past ten years has produced an environment where ethnic artachment

cal spectrum and people are expected to vote for the candidate who is closest to

may remain a principal component of the Latino vote.

their personal views. The first modern application of this spectrum can be found in

Because the survey data presented here is based on experimental design and not

Harold Hotelling's 1929 economic analysis of business competition. Adapting this

on a national sample. actual election results from across the country were gathered

model to politics, Hotelling examined political parties to explain why Democrats

and examined that support the primary finding in this essay. This evidence comes

and Republicans often align themselves near the center of the left-right spectrum to

from four large city mayoral elections in 2001. Los Angeles. Houston. Miami. and

attract votes. Later. Anthony Downs. in his classic work. An Economic Theory of

).;ew )()rk all had viable Latino candidates running for office in nonpartisan elec

Democracy. expanded this model of one-dimensional political competition. argu

tions. The summary results presented in table .p detail the percentage of the La

ing that voters have ordered and stable preferences that allow them to be placed on

tino vote won hy the Latino candidates according to exit polls.

a one-dimensional issue spectrum. In fact. Downs conceptualizes a "linear scale

Los Angeles is interesting because Latino candidates of somewhat diifering

running from zero to 100 in the usual left-right fashion." and "assume Is I that the

ideologies~-liberal mayoral contender Antonio Villaraigosa and politically mod

political preferences can be ordered from left to right in a manner agreed upon by

erate city attorney candidate Rocky Delgadillo- both captured over 80 percent of

all voters" (1957. lIS). These early attempts to describe voter preference character

the Latino vote. In Houston, the Cuban-born candidate Orlando Sanchez. a reg

ize voters as rational decisionmakers. for whom issue positions served as the key

istered Repuhlican. received o\'er 70 percent of the Latino vote from the predomi
nantly i\iexican American community with ties to the Democratic Party. In Mi

determinant of their vote choice.
Scholars also contend that partisanship is a critical predictor of vote choice

ami. second-generation Cuban American Manny Dia:: emphasized his strong ties

(Campbell et a1. 19601. Similar to issue position. this theory suggests that voters
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will somclimes overlook misJligned issues and support the candidJte of their same
p,m),. ,\t le.lsl since the, \maicun \ ~)tL'r. this theory has been accepted. and party
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voters may be more likely to head to the polls wondering. "How uoes he look to me
lately?" rather than "WhJt has he done for me lately?" (1991).

identificJtion continues to be one of the best indicators of vote preference today.
HowC'I'Cr. some rese.Hch suggests then ,1 voter's partisanship may not be JS "stable"
,IS

preliomiv thought Jnd thJt the role of the PJrt)' is on the decline. Kent Tedin

Latino Political Behavior

and Rich'lrd :-. (urmy (I<;SIl 'Hgue th,n voters CJn be persuaded by campaign ap
peals Jnd thJt the medi.I's focus on cundidatc chuructcriJlics does matter. Additional

While there has been some growth in the number of articles investigating Latino

support ior c'1l1didate-centered elections comes from Martin Wattenberg (1994)

political behavior. relatively few have dealt directly with candidate preference.

Jnd ,\1.111 Abral1lowit: (19R<;). who argue that voters pay attention to cJndidates.
not pJrties. Despite differences in conclusions. both scholars reveal that voters are
PJying more attention to cJmlidJtes these days. providing In opportunity for the
wce and ethnicil\ of the c.1l1didate to piJy J central role. With regJrd to minor

Most studies of Latino politics continue to focus on the perceived low levels of
participation among Latinos vis-a-vis non-Latino voters (Garcia and Arce 1988:

ity VOler,. Abramowil: finds such strong support for Jesse J3ckson Jmong AJrican
AmericJn, (as doc, TJte 11)93) that they do not conform to his other theories of vote
preference. The sJme may be true for Latino voters.
CJndid.ltes seck to capitJli:e on voter cJicuiJtions of personality and sym
bolism. Popkin (1l)911 has Jrgued thJt savvy candidates know the importance of
symbolic politics Jnd will oiten make religious. racial. ,md ethnic appeals during
camp'ligns. Popkin extends Dahl's theory of "ethnic politics:' which found immi
grant communities belc:.lguereu by home-country campaign JPpeals in Italian and
Irish boroughs a, iar back ,IS 1900. Popkin was writing in the 199 05 when he noted
th,lt c,lmpaign strJtegists will h.lVe their candidJte photographed eating tamales in
Mexic,l11 American (ommunities to gain support of Latino voters. then Governor

Hero H)l)2: de la Garza. Menchaca. and DeSipio 1994: Verba. Schlozman, and
Brady 1995; DeSipio 1996; Arvizu and Garcia 1996: Shaw. de la Garza. Jnd Lee
2000; Pantoja et al. 2001: Cassc:!Z002; l. However, a handful a studies do exist thJt
specifically address theories of Latino vote choice and candidate preference that
are important in guiding this argument. First, DeSipio (1996) contends that while
ethnicity was found to have no statistically significant effect in his model of vote
choice. there is the chance that it could emerge under "unique circumstances" or in
response to '"ethnic-based discrimination." Based on the lindings of existing data
sets at the time. he concludes thJt such a scenario is unlikely as Latinos achieve
greater assimibtion into society.
More recently. GfJves and Lee (2000) tackle this question in their examina

Georgc W. Ru~h and Vice President AI Gore l1lust hJve reau his book before the
presiuential election. becJuse both candidates spent millions of dollars on
Sp,mish-Iangu.lge advertising Jnd tried to one-up each other in wooing Latino vot

tion of voting preference in the 1996 Senate election in Texas. Previously. Cain
and Kiewiet (19R4) examined the relationship between ethnicity. issue positions.
and candidate evaluations in a 1982 congressional election in Los Angeles. Despite
evidence of distinct patterns of voting behJvior by Latinos in the voting rights lit
erature (Engstrom and Brischetto 1997: Engstrom 1992: Grofman and Handley

ers. AI Core. for ex.lmple. boldly stated. "My lirst grandson was born on the Fourth

1989; Grofman 19(3). aside from these two studies. little empirical attention has

1000

of July. and I hope that my next is born on Cinco de ,\laJJO." before a crowd of La
tinos in Denvcr.;
The reason non- Hispanic cmdiuJtcs take such actions is because voters may
rei\' on such uel1logrJphic char'lCteristics of candidates 3S their race. ethnicity. gen
der. religion. or soci,11 origin as "information shortcuts" in estimating the policy

been directed toward theories of ethnic voting among Latinus in academic journal
articles.
Gfilves and Lee lind that ethnicity did playa key role in the Morales-Gramm
1996 Senate election in 'texas, but that its influence was mediateu by partisanship.

stan us of competing c,muidates. SimiIJriy. Tate draws our attention to the power of

Building on the theories advanced by Donald Kinder and David Sears (H}8S), they
argue that ethni(ity influences the primary determinant~ of vote choice such as

shareu ethnicity between office holders and voters in her analysis of the evaluations
,\triLan Americans proviue of their representatives in the U,S. Congress. Compar

partisanship. issue positions. and candidate evaluations. but not vote choice out

ing politics to athloics 'Ene asks. "is the r,]Ce of the players salient and important

into and engage the political system:' because it places them in a particular social

to the m.my Bl.Jck spectators in the st,mdsr' (1003. 201. She linus the racial group
memhership of the legisl.nors matters Jnd that it is one of the most important fac

and cultural milieu that shapes their woridview (Graves and Lee 2000. 221)). Their
findings go far to support these claims. While being Latino is not a significant pre

tors in cJndidate: cvaluations al()ng with party identifi(Jtion. As Popkin aptly notes.

dictor of candidate evaluation. it is signiticant in models accounting for partisan
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ship and issue position. In the tinal model predicting vote choice. Latinos do not

American community has. They say they lack In equally strong collective sense

behave significantly diffen:nt from Anglos. but partisanship is the best predictor of
vote preference for Morales. and being Latino is the best predictor of Democratic

of ethnic identity because their Jncestty is rooted in more than twenty countries.
While national origin may remain important, there are two reasons why shared

partisanship. Thus. Graves and Lee conclude that "ethnicity exerts a substantial
illLlircd intluence on voting preference," for Latinos (2000.234).

group or pan-Latino identity might playa significant role in the political behavior

~1 uch of what Graves and Lee posit and find is based on a similar analysis
conducted by Cain and Kiewiet ([984), In their earlier study of Mexican Ameri

of Latinos, First. overiJpping ethnic and cultural bonds exist thJt unite Latinos
and allow for a shared ethnic identity to emerge, Second. national origin groups
tend to be geographically segregated in the·United States. making the pan-Latino

can voting preference. Cain and Kiewiet find thJt ethnicity is associated with party
identification .md perceptions about the candidates. but not directly with vote
choice. Controlling for party identification. they found no statistical support that
ethnicitv affects vote choice, While both of these analyses point to a role for ethnic

identity less politically vital in elections wh<:re. for example. a Mexican American
candidate is running for office, With respect to California. Pach6n concludes in J

ity in the political behavior of Latinos. they ultimately rely on traditional models

quez 2004).
However. we should not proceed from the assumption that ethnic identification

of vote choice, where partisanship, issue position. and candidate evaluation take
center stage (Aldrich. Sullivan. and Borgida [989).

series of articles that ethnic identity has increased. emerging as a mobilizing force
in the political participation of Latinos (Pach6n 1998. 1999; Pach6n. Barreto. Mar

is equally strong among all Latinos. In fact. the main objective of this essay is to

This is comistent then with DeSipio's (1996) argument that conventional pre
dictors of participation and behavior arc important in understanding Latino voting
and that ethnicity may play only a minor role. However. both previous studies ex
amined voting preference in a general election that pitted a Latino Democrat against
an Anglo Republican. Because of this scenario and historic ties to the Democratic

provide a range of ethnic identification for Latinos and to determine if those with
high degrees of ethnic attachment are more likely to vote along ethnic lines. With
this in mind. it is possible to identify the roots of a shared ethnic experience among

Pemy among Latinos, it is natural to expect Latino voters to prefer a Latino Demo
cratic candidate in a general election of this nature. However. the stakes might be
different in nonpartis.ln or primary elections where partisanship is less relevant. or
in an election \V·here the Latino candidate is a Republican.

eration level. but this does not preclude a shared identity across these boundar
ies (Garcia-Bedolla 2000 l. There are four characteristics that Jre common to all
Hispanic Americans regardless of their background: Latin American heritage. the
immigrant experience. Spanish language, and Spanish colonial influence.' While

While previous studies have speculated that ethnicity is "all or nothing," it
more likely has vJrying degrees of salience for voters (similar to partisan strength).

some Latinos are more strongly connected to these traits than others. they do pro

Thus. while all Latinos may not share a strong attachment to their ethnicity. for
those who do. ethnicity is likely to be the guiding force in their politicJl behavior,
e4ual to or possibly surPJssing traditionJI factors. such as issue position and party
identification. that may explain vote preference. More specifically, in an election
with a Latino candidJte of an opposing party or with som<: inconsistent policy po
sitions. shJred ethnicity may propel some Latinos to choose ethnicity over party or
policy.

Latinos.
Shared group identity for Latinos is strongest at the national origin and gen

vide a common background for Latinos of all ancestty.
'While there are distinct differences between Latinos of Mexican. Puerto Rican,
Cuban. Dominican. and Colombian ancestry. they do share a common Latin
American heritage that brings them together (Padilla 1985b), First dnd foremost.
all Latinos (minus the smJIi percentage from Spain). can trace their ancestry to
Spanish AmericJ, The North, Central. and South American territories occupied
by Spain provide a shared homeland for all Latinos living in the United States.
With this, comes a common cultural heritage. Setting aside linguistic ties. impor
tant cultural. religious. and social similarities exist throughout Latin America that
provide Latinos of different national origins with a common point of reference. The
strong role of the family, in particular as it relates to holiday and family traditions, is

Measuring Shared Ethnic Identity

shared throughout Latin America (Moore and Pach6n 1985; Williams 1990; San
With a tot~11 of more than 3S million people. Latinos surpassed African Americans
as the largest minority group in the United States in 2000. However. many political
analysts argue that they do not have the same strength in numbers that the African
~.,

1

tiago and Davidow 1998). Catholicism and its practices are still overwhelmingly
supported and followed (by a two-to-one margin). and the community is often em
braced ahead of the individual. While differences exist from countty to county. in
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the LJniteJ Swe:~ the :--hared a'pects of Latin l\merican heritage 3re highlighted for
Latinos living .1S a minority in an Anglo-Protestant environment.
Building on Latin American heritage. the immigrant experience is a second
ch.u.Ktc:ristic common across different I iispanic national origin groups (Portes and
Rumb'lUt 2001). According to the 2000 Census ...H percent of all Latinos were
born in Latin America and migrated north to the United States. and an additional
30 percent have parents who were foreign born. Thus. three-quarters of the Latino
population close Iv share: this immigrant experience and the social and cultural is
sues that .1ccompany it. Of the remaining segment of the Latino population. about
IS perce:nt have immigrant grandparents. leaving only about 10 percent of Latinos
without an immediate family connection to the immigrant experience.
As i\lichael Jones-Corre., (1998) notes. immigrant families confront unique
ch.lllenge:s in their interaction with the public sphere and rely on immigrant-based
networks within their community for assistance. Whether facing challenges related
to n:1turalization. visa St.ltUS, employment. housing. access to health care. or public
education. the common experiences and struggles of immigrants provide bridges
for Latinos of different nationalities (Portes and Rumbaut 19961.
,\ strong p,m of the immigrant experience that also unites Latinos is language.
Regardless of the country of ancestry. Spanish provides a collective communication
resource for the Lllino community. While not all Latinos are completely fluent in
Spanish. a recent nationwide survey by the Kaiser Foundation (2000 I found that
only S percent of Latinos speak no Spanish at all. and nearly nine of ten Latinos
spe.lk .md understand Spanish well. With the numeric growth of the Latino com
munit\,. Spanish media outlets have become important advertising venues for La
tino .md non-l.atino candidates for public office.
The tinal pan- Latino characteristic is perhaps the most difficult to identify be
cause it is the least tangibk. The Spanish colonial experience is important nonethe
bs bec'ause it represents .m underlying psychological attitude within the Latino
community. While Sp.mish colonial occupation has a history of almost two centu
ries (one century for Puerto Rico and Cuba), it left a lasting legacy of domination,
oppression. struggle. and liberation. ror two hundred years, Spanish occupation led
to con~t,lllt contlict between the colonizer and the colonized. Descendants of Spain's
empire in Latin America. the Southwest, and the Caribbean have been victim to
savage conquc,;t and domination and had to fight for freedom and respect. While
hard to pinpoint. shared historical traits are considered important components of
shared identity clJl10ng minority groups (Linz and Stepan 1996: Robinson 1999).7
Just as there is an enduring "American spirit" 225 years after the Revolutionary War,
the Spanish colonial int1uence is still present. to some degree, among Latinos.
While these four characteristics provide a basis for a shared ethnic identity,
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perceived discrimination against the group can strengthen ,md solidify the group
identity (Dawson 1994: 'fate 19Y3). Discrimination against the Latino community
has come in both structural and attitudinal varieties. While the legal di,crimina
tion is not as widespread or severe as against African Americans during the post
construction and pre-civil rights eras, discrimination has and does exist based on
language and immigration rights (e.g., Propositions 187, 227 in California). In ad
dition, attitudinal discrimination against' Latinos has existed for many years. Latin
American immigrants have been blamed for job loss and economic problems and
considered a drain on social welfare programs. Latinos are often associated with
drug trafficking, crime, gangs, and the general deterioration of inner cities. With
these stereotypes has come discrimination in the workplace, in public schools. and
in the political arena (e.g .. gerrymandering and polarized voting).
As anticipated, Latinos perceive group-based discrimination. In the Kllional
Survey on Latinos in America, 82 percent of Latinos responded that discrimination
against "Latinos" is a problem in society (Kaiser Foundation 2000). Further. when
asked if they or their family had personally experienced discrimination because of
their ethnicity, a large plurality Latinos reported that they had. While the 4 0 per
cent figure for Latinos is lower than the 54 percent of African Americans who have
felt discrimination, it is considerably higher the 14 percent of whites who claim to
have experienced discrimination. Thus, based on the four characteristics described
here and coupled with perceptions of ethnic-based discrimination, we can say that
the ingredients for pan-Latino identity exist. Evidence of this can be found again
in the National Survey of Latinos in America. where 84 percent of respondents re
ported that all Latinos would be better off if various Latino groups worked together
politically (Kaiser 2000).
Michael Dawson has called this connection between race and identity "linked
fate" and argues that it is an important heuristic for the political participation of
African Americans (1994). The main contention of the "black utility heuristic is
that the more one believes one's own life chances are linked to those of blacks as
a group. the more one will consider racial group interests in evaluating alternative
policy choice ... [and] evaluating candidates and parties" (1994, 75)· Similarly.
studies of Latino politics can be improved by borrowing Dawson's notion of linked
fate as it relates to decision-making shortcuts in the political arena. Latinos who tic
their self-interest to ethnic group interests should be expected to use ethnicity as a
heuristic device when they und themselves in the polling booth deciding between
Hernandez and Smith. Dawson concurs that a strong sense of ethnic identity goes
far to influence political behavior of minorities, calling this group consciousness
the "political building blocks for analyzing perceptions of racial group interests,"
such as party and candidate preference (199+ 84)·
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Ihsed on these underlying beliefs. contextual factors. campaign tactics. and issue
salience are the key forces behind a collective Latino identity and. hence. a central
component in the vote choice of Latinos. Coupled with a high sense of ethnic at
tachment. notions of political underrepresentation may drive Latinos to follow ethnic
cues when voting. rather than issue alignment. DeSipio maintains that for ethnicity
to become a salient mobilizing force, a link beyond just culture must exist to unite

Latinos politically (J9l)ol. While he points to a distinct perspective on policy issues.
the presence of a viable Latino candidate may also be one such condition. Given the
preceding discussion on vote choice and the role of ethnicity in elections, there are
competing theories of c.mdidate preference: the influence of issues/partisanship vs.
the influence of ethnic identity. Thus. we can test the following hypothesis:

ROLE OF LATINO CANDIDATES IN MOBILIZING LXTl}lO VOTERS

tial primary election on March 2, 2000. and interviewed 75 0 Latino registered vot
ers (Arteaga 2000). The TRPI survey was conducted in October 2002, before the
November 2002 midterm elections in California and New York. Although many
surveys have recently been conducted of Latino voters, these data are unique, be
cause they asked registered voters to decide in a hypothetical election between a
Latino and ntm-Latino candidate.
Rather than giving party cues. the 1.,lF survey described the platforms of each
candidate. allowing voters to decide based on the issues. Given that most Latinos
are registered with the Democratic Party (Cain, Kiewiet. and Uhlaner 199 1), LIF
offered the challenge of a Latino-surname candidate with a RepubliGm-oriented
platform versus an Anglo-surname candidate with a Democratic-oriented plat
form. This method provided an optimal environment to test whether issues and

HI: Controlling for party identification and issue preference. the level of ethnic at

tachment of Latino voters will increase the probability of supporting a Latino
candidate

partisanship or ethnic identity influenced Latino candidate preference. The anti
immigrant. anti-Latino ballot measures in California endorsed by the Republican
Party drove Latino voters away from the GO P and into the waiting :1fms of the
Democrats. What's more. because the issue platforms of each candidate were pro
vided. it meets Downs's hypothetical example of perfect information. If Downs's
thesis is correct. voters will align themselves with the candidate with which they

Data and Methodology
Using registered voters as the unit of analysis. I test whether or not Latino identity
is an important predictor of vote choice. Survey data collected in California o by
the Latino Issues Forum (LIF) in :2000 and in California and New York by the
'lomas Rivera Policy Institute (TRPl) in 2002 permit the examination of whether
or not Latino voters having a strong "ethnic identity" prefer coethnic candidates or
whether issLle position and partisanship dictate candidate preference.
Specitlc.llly. the LIF 2000 survey oiiered respondents the chance to "vote" in
a hypothetical election between "Smith" and "Hernandez." Respondents were in
formed of each candidate's stance on the issues. with Smith portrayed as a tradi
tional Democrat and Hernandez as a traditional Republican, without party labels
being given.') The absence of party labels corresponds to nonpartisan local elec
tions typicil in most states. In addition. because issue positions were given for each
candidate, it provides an optimal environment to test the classic Downsian model

share common issue positions. regardless of race or ethnicity.
The TRPI survey asked each registered voter which party they were registered
with and. among independents. which party they were closer to. Then. after deter
mining the partisanship of each voter. it asked them a follow-up question to get to
the heart of the debate on partisamhip versus ethnicity. For Democrats. it asked,
"In an election between a non- Latino Democrat and a Latino Republican, which
candidate would you prefer?'" and vice versa for Republicans. While the LIF survey
purposely does not cue partisanship. the TRPI survey docs. and together. the data
provide a complete ponrait of Latino vote choice and the role of ethnic candidates.
Ordered-probit and probit regression techniques are employed to accurately
predict the trichotomous and dichotomous dependent variables. Postestimation
analysis is offered to assess the changes in predicted probability of a vote for the
coethnic candidate (Long 1997; Long and Freese

2001).

that voters prefer the candidate who is spatially closest to their prcterences (Downs
1l):;7l.

The TRPI

2002

data asked partisan identifiers how they would vote in an

election that pitted a non-Latino partisan versus a Latino nonpartisan to assess the
probability of cross-over voting when Latino candidates are present. While no in
formation .lbout the candidates was given. more than a quarter of all respondents
immedi.ltely picked the Latino nonpartisan over a non -Latino party member.
The

LlF survey was conducted in Februaty ::000 before California's presiden
76

Dependent Variables
This research seeks to uncover the reasons why Latino voters might prefer one
candidate over another. given that one of the candidates is Latino. The I.IF survey
specifically asked respondents to pick which statement about two candidates for
public office came closer to their views:
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;\. Smith says state and local gm'crnmcnts can do a great deal to improve the
qu.llitv of life for LlIinos in Calitornia. Smith believes in HMO reforms. im

The Findings

prO\ing public education Jnd providing more affordable housing.
B.

Herl1.lnde: says state and local governments have too much power to reg
ULllC

individuals and community life for Latinos in California. Hernandez

belie\Cs in traditional bmily values. reducing taxes and increasing job op
portunities and reducing crime.

Three general themes are apparent after examining the results of the data analysis.
First. policy preferences do matter in determining candidate

preference~. Second.

ethnic attachment is an important determinant of vote choice among Latinos. And
third. a latent predisposition for the coet~nic candidate exists among Latino voters
that cannot be explained by self-reported ethnic attachment or policy preferences.

Re,pondents g'lVe a range of rive answers to this question: Smith. Hernandez. nei
ther. combination. and don't knO\\',ltI The answers were sorted in two ways. yield

Before exploring the first two themes in the multivariate probit analysis, I briefly

ing the two dependent variables .1I1c1lyzed here. First. those voters who said "nei
ther'" "combination:' or "don't know" were grouped together as an "undecided"

candidate.
Generally. there was modest support for cross-over voting in the TRPl survey.

ccltegory (representing about 28 percent of the sample). Second. voters who did not

as evidenced in table 4.2. Overall, 26 percent of the sample indicated that they

state .1 prcterence for either Smith or Hernandez were dropped. and only those with

would vote for a Latino of the opposing party instead of a non-Latino party mem
ber. Given that no information was provided about the potential candidates, this es

a ckar prctercnce for one candidate or the other were analyzed.

review the survey results with respect

to

the underlying preicrence for the Latino

Because.1 large number of respondents- more than a quarter- fall into a cate

timate seems high and lends support for the hypothesis that Latino candidates can

gory without dearly stated preferences. I kept them in the analysis. Before an elec

attract Latino votes independent of their partisanship. As a point of comparison,

tion. it is not surprising to lind a segment of the electorate still undecided or torn

the TRPI survey also asked respondents how they planned to vote in their com

bctwecn t\\O candidates. Thus. these undecided respondents represent a real por

ing congressional elections. By matching the voter's party ID to their stated vote

tion of the electorate common to American elections. II However, because the unde

preference in the congressional election, we can examine what effect the Latino

cided respondents have not articubted a clear preference. they may be blurring the

candidate has on changing vote preference. Table 4.2 reports the results for both

re,ults. Since we cue interested in candidate preference. and ultimately voters will

the congressional election and the hypothetical cross-over election and tabulates the

Jun' to choose between only two options (or abstain). the second dependent vari
able includes only those who indicated a preference for Smith (0) or Hernandez (I):
In short. both models produce the same results with regard to the key independent
variables of policy preferences and ethnic attachment.
The TRPI data yield almost the same dependent variables. with respondents
being .1sked to choose between a Latino nonpartisan and a non-Latino coparti
san.l: Republic1I1s were asked who they would prefer in an election between a
Latino Democrat and a non- Latino Republican, while Democrats were asked the
il1\use: who would they prefer in an election between a Latino Republican and a
non-Latino Democrat. As with the LlF survey. many voters responded that they
\\cre un,ure. and two variables were created similar to above, with a trichotomous
llle.1,ure leaving undecided voters in the model (at the midpoint) and a second di
chotomous variable that only examines voters with a stated preference.

differences. For the congressiol1,d election. 84 percent of respondents picked the
candidate of their party, 8 percent were undecided, and 8 percent crossed over. In
the example featuring a Latino candidate. only 40 percent chose the candidate of
their same party. 34 percent were undecided. and 26 percent favored the cross-over
Latino candidate. Not only does the presence of a Latino candidate immediately
command cross-over appeal. but it also creates more uncertainty in the electorate,
suggesting that even more voters might vote for the Latino candidate if more infor

4.2
Impact of Latino candidate on cross-over voting

tABLE

Partilul1
How vote for Congrcs;
Vote wI Latino candidate
Difference
Percent difference

b.j

(Jl1d,yj(bl

R

40

34

-44

26

-5 2 %

CrOI\~ll.·,'r

325°;0

21i

18
22S~'<:,

Source: Tomas Rivera Policy Institute survey of Latino voters in CA and NY,
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4.4
Determinants of Latino vote choice (LIF)

4.3

TABLE

Issue preference and candidate preference
155th~

i'uriilblcl

Smith

OverJII sample
Reduce crime
Family "Jlues
Public educJtion
Affordable housing
DemOCfJtic voter
Republican voter

2:;
25
2:l

26
2S
28
27

CUlldidate prejer('l1Cl-'
Undedded
Hernandez
28
28
28
28
29
23
22

48
47
50
47
46

48
52

(n)
750
678
638
68 7

Independent variablel

O-probit

Pr chg.

Probii

Prchg.

Smith issues

-.1664 ..
(.0660)
.18°7 ~,..

-.2071

-. 21 74 ..

-.2921

.1765

(.0925)
.2757 'f'+
(.1066)

.4184

Hernandez issues

(.0786 )
-.0599
(.ll57)
-.0183
(.1386 )
.0509 ..

Democratic voter

96
333
155

Republican voter
Ethnic mobilization

Saurcc: l.Jtino Issues Forum survey of Latino voters in California. 2000

mati on was provided. No immediate party difference was recognizable with both
Democrats and Republicans willing to cross over at the same rate (26 percent).
These descriptive results are consistent with the LIF survey. where Latino vot
ers preferred Hernandez over Smith by a two-to-one margin. Overall, 48 percent
of voters picked Hernandez. 25 percent picked Smith. and 28 percent were un
decided between the two. Democrats and Republicans alike preferred the more
conservative Latino over the more liberal non- Latino. Table 4.3 provides a number
of detailed breakdowns of vote choice by issue position and panisanship. In addi
tion to these characteristics. the survey directly asked Latinos if they would vote
for various ethnic and panisan candidates. Respondents who said they would vote
for a white Democrat in an election actually preferred Hernandez, not Smith, SO
to 25 percent, and respondents who said they would not vote for a Latino Repub
lican also preferred Hernandez over Smith. 52 to 2S percent. While party labels
were not given in the hypothetical candidate match up. policy platforms were at
tributed to each candidate. giving voters an opponunity to learn more about each.
Thus. it is notewonhy that such high percentages of Latino voters preferred the
described "Republican" Hernandez even as they stated previously in the survey
they would not.
While the descriptive results presented above are informative and interesting.
they do not fully test the mobilizing influence of Latino candidates. For this analy
sis, multivariate probit and ordered-probit regression were employed to derive two
sets of estimates presented here (found in table 4.4). While the variables in the
models remain constant. there are two versions of the dependent variable tested.
First. where it takes on a trichotomous distribution, ordered probit estimates are
presented. and second. when the "undecided" voters are removed and the depen
dent v':lTiable is dichotomous. standard probit measures are presented. In addition.
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Ethnic attachment

1.0254)
.0418 •

White Democrat

(.02221
-.0<)31 *

Low sophistication

-.0985
-.0321
.0275

.1035
(.llOl)
-.0108

Female

- .002<)

(.0976 1
.1424
(.ll57)
.1344
(·1l73)

Mexican origin
Foreign born
Age

.1730

\.0356 )
.0636 H

.0049

(.0555)
-.0300
(.0484)

Latino Republican

.1322

-.1944
(.1625)
-.1596
(.IR78)
.0753 ..

-.0159

.0377
.0357
.0534

.0201

(.0180)
-.0518

-.048,)
(.0326 )
-.0279
(.1521 )

Education proxy
Less than $20,000

-.0074
.0558

.210::'

$20.000-$39.999

(.13931
-.0960
(.1440 )
.2330
(.1877 1

$40,000-$6<;,000

More than $70,000

-.02:;4
.0618
.0204

.0769
(. 1057)
-.0553
(.0685)
-.0872
(. 10 48 )

Registered 1995-98
Spanish at home
LACounry

- .0293
-.0231

Constant
nia

N
Chi'
Log likelihood
PPC
PRE (Lambda-p)
Iflf.lf p< 0.01
.. p' 0.05

1.0733)
-.0395
(.0662)
.1377
I.IS0I)
-.0375
(.1334)
.1600
(. 1634)
.1937
(.159 2 )
.0443 •
(.0248)
-.0574
(·°437)
-.1915
(.2133)
.1592
(.1963)
- .2349
(.2029)
.1810
(.255°)
.1724
(.1436 )
-.0828
(.09 12 1
-.1096
(.1434)
-\.4296
(1.012)
4 29
42·59 ..
-25·H6
68.76 %
52.48%

587
38.20 **
-598.54

... p<

(.0312 )
- •1I 71

0.10
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-.0706
- .0588
.2824
.3721
-.1644
-.0572
.04,)3
- .0136
.0591
.0690
.1568
-.0839
-.07ll
.0567
-.0872
.0634
.0628
-.0605
-.04 01
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for both models, postestimation analysis is used to present the changes in predicted

Ramirez (2002b) has noted that Latinos who first registered during these years are

probabilitv.

more likely to be sensitive to "Latino issues." However on its own. registration date

'Elble 4.4 reports the full results for the ordered probit and probit models pre
dicting vote choice for Hernandez. The analysis results confirm both the "issue

has no influence on candidate preference in this hypothetical election.
On their own. the probit coefficients reveal little other than which variables are

po~ition" and the "ethnic attachment" hypotheses, suggesting that for Latino voters

significant and their directional effect. Using postestimation analysis developed by

a more complicated (nuanced) theory that incorporates both may be appropriate.
As the is,ue preference hypothesis speculates, those respondents who have the

Scott Long (1997. Long and Freese 2001). we can more precisely determine the
specitlc contribution that each independent variable has on vote choice. The "Pr

same stance on the issues as a candidate are more likely to prefer that candidate. In
this example, the \,;uiable Smith Issues has a significant and negative relationship

Chg" columns in table 4.4 report changes in predicted probability for the depen
dent variable. when the independent variable is moved from its minimum to its

with a vote for Hernandez. while Hcrnande::. Issues i, significant and positive as ex
pected. l; Interestingly. there is no support for the partisanship theory. because nei

maximum value. Generally. issue preferences and ethnicity carry similar predictive

ther the registered Democrat nor registered Republican variables have a significant
effect on vote choice. Although there has been a strong issue-based attachment to
the Democratic Party in California among Latino voters in the 19905. this attach
ment Jo<.:s not influ<.:nce vote choice for Smith. the more liberal candidate, This
sugg<.:sts that despite previously stated preference for candidates of a given party.
this do<.:s not carry over into an election wben a Latino candidate is present. This
tlnding tits nicely with ~Iartin Wattenberg's work \1987, 1994), which finds that
campaigns aTl~ becoming candidate centered and political parties are losing their
stronghold on voter decisions.

capacity in explaining vote choice.
By dropping undecided voters. it is easier to assess the influence an indepen
dent variable has on changing one's vote from Smith to Hernandez. Voters who
rate both Hernandez Issues "very important" arc 41.8 percent more likely to prefer
Hernandez than those who rate both issues "not important at all." Likewise. those
who rate Smith Issues po~itively arc 29.2 percent less likely to prefer Hernandez
than those who do not resonate with Smith's issues. Because of the potential latent
predisposition in favor of Latino candidates. it is not hard to imagine that Hernan
dez Issue voters tlnd it easier to prefer him. while issue salience may have less of a

Further. when a co<.:thnic candidate is present. the candidate focus of the cam

draw for Smith.
Both ethnicity variables also ~how considerable influence on vote choice. While

paign may be augmented for Latino voters. Studies of the 2001 Los Angeles may
oral camp.lign. a nonpartisan election. revealed that Latino voters were eager to

Latinos who respond to ethnic-based mobilization are 28.2 percent more likely to
prefer Hernandez over Smith. voters who react favorably to Latin candidate char

elect a Latino candidate mayor. and exit polls found overwhelming support for the
Latino candidate among Latino voters (Sonenshein and Pinkus 2002; Sonenshein

acteristics and who have a high degree of ethnic attachment arc 37.2 percent more
likely to prefer the coethnic candidate. Taken further. if the predictive powers of

2003)· lndeed, the results in Table 4.4 seem to confirm the ethnic attachment hy
pothesis. Both variables ethnic mobilization'-I and ethnic attachment'S demonstrate a

these two ethnic identitlcation variables arc combined. a voter who holds both
viewpoints is over 60 percent more likely to prefer Hernandez.l~ resulting in ethnic

signitlcant and positive effect on voting for the Latino candidate. This indicates that
Latinos who identify with ethnic themes in mobilization and candidate character

identification as the key determinant of vote choice.
The results from the TRPI survey for cross-over voting show many similarities.

istics em: in fact more likely to vote for a coethnic candidate. regardless of partisan
ship. This tlnding is consistent with the empowerment theory. because it suggests

This is important. because the TRPI data is from California and New York and for
the 2002 election. suggesting that the findings above arc not an artifact of the data

that those voters who view ethnicity as an important mobilizing force. are likely to
prefer a coethnic or coracial candidate (e.g .. Lublin and Tate 1992).'6

1n elddition. indi\idual voter characteristics have no statistically significant effect

set alone. Given the consistency in the findings. I wiII review the results briefly
rather than detail each independent variable. Overall. issues (coded similarly as
above) did not seem to drive or hinder cross-over voting. however partisanship

in the multivariate analysis. Foreign born. Spanish household. and Mexican origin

did playa role. Latinos who had stated a preference for voting Democrat in their

respondents arc no more likely to prefer Hernandez over Smith. all other things

congressional race (Democratic Voter) were significantly less likely to side with a

being eyual. lncome. which is generally associated with voting Republican. also
has no elb:t. Interestingly. registration date is also not significant. Because of the

Latino Republican in both the ordered probit and probit models. Registrants who
identified as strong partisans were also far less likely to prefer the ethnic cross-over

three seemingly anti- Latino propositions passed in [(.194. 1996. and 1998. Ricardo

candidate. These results are straightforward and are what we might expect.
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4.5

TABLE

Determinants of Latino cross-over voting (TRPI)
I ndl'lh~ndL~nt

i \Jrillbl":l

DemocrJtic issues

O-probit

Prchg.

Probit

Prchg.

-O.ISI

-0.106

-0.098
(0.160)

-0.037

(0.1l2)

GOP bsuts

-0.006

-0.004

-0.013

Democratic vottr

(0.15 61
-0. 269 •

-0.034
(0.228)

-0.190

-0·444 •

-0.173

GOP voter

(0.'48 )
-0.008

-0.006

-0.035

Strong partisan

(0.176 )
-0.168 ..

Ethnic commonality

0.116

0.242

'4o>t

(0.053)

Latino representation
Ethnic attachment

-0.047
(0.082)
O.o.p

-0.067
0.086

(0.078)

Discrimination

-0.015

'PI

(0. 104)
0.198 ..
10.079)
-0.1l2
(0·1l3)
0.066

-0.186
0.21 7
-0.087

-0.019
(0.066)

-0.012

-0,001

-0.001

0.023
(0.142 )

0.009

0.059

0.132
10.206)

0.050

Puerto Rican origin

O.oo.l
(0.143)

0.037

0.065
(0.206)

0.025

Foreign born

0.092
(0.126)

0.065

0.178

0.068

-0.13 1
(0.161)

-0.09 1

0.001

0.074

(0.172 )
-0. 189

-0.070

(0.240 )

(0.004)
-0.080 ..

-0.280

(0.039 1

0.000

-0.003

10.005)
-0.139 ..

-0.256

10 .056 )

525.001 -$34.999

0.195
(0.151)

0.13 8

0. 267
(0.19 8)

0.104

535.000-$49.999

0.136
(0.159)

0.096

0. 204
(0.224)

0.079

550 .000 -579.999

0. 167
(0.158 )

0·1l9

0. 213

0.083

Over s80.000

0. 283
(O.2l1 )

0.202

0·390
(0.342 )

0.153

Income missing

0·l.j9
(0.149)

0.106

0.213
(0.221)

0.083

0.065

0.045

0.[20

0.046

0.007

(0·149)
-0.00<)

Married

(0.229)

(0. 109)

Church attendance

0.002
(O.OJI)

Influence

-0.018

(0.044)

0.031

0.066

0.055
10.083)

0.062

0.036

0.003

0.004

(0.059)

Interest

-0.012

0.017

0.025

0.012

0.042
(0.205)

0.016

-0.019

nla

N

(0.681)
39 6

594

44. 12

Log likelihood
0.01

0.016
(0.1l0)

(0.149)

p<

Prchg.

(0.088)

(0.079 i

)f>i->r

Probit

lfo)r.

41.5 8 •

'f-JI.

-62I.I0

p<

0.05

-244.28

• p' 0.\0

0.077

0.08 4
(0.l.j6i

Education

(0.063)
-.008

Chi'

Mexican origin

Age

Language (Spanish)

Constant

-0.031

(0.099)

Third generation

Prchg.

(0.108)

(0.047)

Female

-0.24 0

O-probit

-0. 013

(0.29 1)
-0.237

Independent variables

California

(0. 264)

(0.069)

4.5
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Even controlling for issues and partisanship. there is also support for ethnicity
as an important predictor of vote choice. The ethnic commonalityIs variable (how
much in common) demonstrated a positive and significant relationship with voting
for the Latino cross-over candidate. In fact. among the variables discussed. ethnic
ity had a substantive effect equal to that of strong party identification. Latinos who
had a high degree of ethnic commonality were 24.2 percent more likely to prefer
the Latino cross-over candidate. all other things being equal, while strong party
identifiers were 23.7 percent less likely to go against their party and pick the cross
over Latino candidate. However. there was a difference from the LIF data presented
above. The ethnic attachment scale (which combined four similar "ethnic" variables
to LIF) did not have a significant relationship with vote choice. We might expect
that when partisanship is cued (as in the TRPI survey) that ethnicity may play less
of a role. However. the ethnic commonality variable does suggest that when voters
know both the partisanship and ethnicity of the candidates. ethnicity and ethnic
identification can influence vote choice. Finally. the results indicate that education
has an inverse relationship with cross-over voting. which may also be a result of
level of political information. While candidate ethnicity might serve as an important
information shortcut or heuristic device. the most educated voters may rely more on
issue position. partisanship. and campaign promises in making their decision.
While these results are limiting because the two elections were hypothetical.
some real evidence for support of Latino Republican candidates was found in the
2002 election. In the California State Assembly. four Latino Republicans were
reelected to office with strong support from Latino voters in their districts. while
Republican Gary Mendoza. a statewide candidate for insurance commissioner.
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received the highest level of support of any Republican candidate for statewide

also influence their partisanship and policy preferences. which, in turn. intluence

office among Latinos and even outpolled the Anglo Democratic challenger in some
hea\'ik Latino precincts (California Secretary of State ::002; Los Angeles County

vote choice. This research has tested the former of these propositions and found it

Registrar 2002). I n addition. in nonpartisan contests. Latinos have shown strong
support for Latino candidates despite differences in ideology as in the 2001 Los
Angeles m.lyoral and city attorney elections (Los Angeles Times exit poll. ::001).

to be the case. Had the two ethnicity variables introduced here not achieved sta

tistical significance. we would have rejected the direct link hypothesis and likely
sided with the existing literature. However, this was not the case.
Pan-Latino ethnic identity is rooted in four shared characteristics common to
all Hispanic Americans. These are Latin American heritage. the immigrant expe
rience. Spanish language. and the colonial influence of Spain's empire. Coupled
with these shared cultural characteristics. ethnic-based discrimination continues

Discussion

to exist (and perhaps grow in areas of new Latino population growth such as Iowa

To this point. previous scholarship has failed to find that ethnicity is politically sa
lient .lmong Latino voters. While it has been considered an indirect influence by
some (Graves .lOd Lee 2000), other studies using the LNPS found no statistical
evidence of a direct effect. In the conclusion to his book. Counting 011 the Latino
\ ott:'. DeSipio suggests that. "while there is currently no politically salient basis
for Latino ethnicity. the roots are there among a sufficient share of the population.
Given the right circumstances. Latinos regardless of ancestry. can shape a common
political space" (ICJCJ6. 178). While DeSipio finds no evidence that ethnicity is po
litically important. this research has suggested that the presence of a viable Latino
candidate rna\, represent a circumst:mce in which shared ethnicity becomes a sa
lient factor in Lnino political behavior.
The results pre\ented here have shown that traditional theories of candidate
preference need to be augmented for Latino voters when a coethnic candidate is
present. That is to say, issue position. partisanship. and candidate evaluation may
not tell the full stor\, for why Latinos vote JS they do. Instead. we can refine our
understanding of vote choice by including measures of ethnic attachment in the
model. Specifically. I have found that Latinos with a high degree of ethnic attach

and North Carolina), which strengthens the connection with ethnicity. Further,
there is a relatively moderate-to-high level of ethnic attachment among all Latinos.
and more research is needed to explore what characteristics might influence ethnic
attachment.
With more Latinos running for office than ever before. a new paradigm is
emerging that challenges traditional notions of political behavior. This research
is important. because it has demonstrated that shared ethnic identity docs exist
among Latinos and that beyond partisanship and issues, ethnicity constitutes an
important determinant of vote choice when a Latino candidate is on the ballot.

Notes

influence which candidate a Lltino voter may choose, but ethnic attachment may

I would like to thank Luis Arteaga of the Latino Issues forum. and Harry P'lChon of the Tomjs
Rivera Policy Institute for kindly granting me access to their data for this project. In addition.
I received considerable feedback and input from Gary Segura. Katherine Tate. Bernard Grol
man. and Leo Chavez on an earlier draft of this essay. Finally. I am indebted to Rodolfo Espino.
David Leal. and Ken Meier for the opportunity to be involved in the l,atino Politics conference
and this larger project.
\. An implicit argument though is that Latino candidate can win public ofiice. If every La
tino who ran for office lost. there would be no reason to suspect that their candidacy would "en
ergize" the Latino community.
2. This electoral context may include endorsements by prominent Latino leaders. more
in-depth coverage of the election by Spanish-language media. increased registration and mobi
lization drives by Latino civic organizations. and numerous campaign appearances by the La
tino candidate at Latino churches. union halls. and schools.
3. Rather than replace existing models of voter turnout and candidate preference. I use them
as 3 base and introduce additional explanatory variables. Standard predictors will remain in the
models: age. education. income. gender. marital status. political efficacy/interest. partisanship.
mobilization. and more.
4. A 2003 survey of Latinos in California by the Tomas Rivera Policy Jnstitute founo that
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ment .He more likely to prefer a Latino candidate. absent party labels. Even when
controlling for is,uc positions and party preference. ethnicity matters to vote choice.
While previous scholars have found evidence of an indirect influence of ethnicity
on voting I Cain and Kiewiet 1CJ84: Graves and Lee 2000). here a direct influence is
found. This is in pan becausc of a more sophisticated measure of ethniciry. While
prcvious research looked to a two-stage, indirect model after not finding evidence
of a direct influence. this research has established no need to pursue the indirect
model. Rather than conceptuali2ing ethnicity as an "all or nothing" factor. variable·
scales of ethnic identification are introduced that account for the relative strength of
ethnicity to an individual. It is possible still that ethnicity holds both a direct and an
indirect inHuence' on vote choice. That is. not only does ethnic attachment directly
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J mJjoritl" ot LHino registered voter; picked Latinos as the most discriminated-against group,
Jhead ot ,\trican Americans, ,\,ian :\mericans, and i\rab Americans,
~. Gore undoubtedlY Icarned this tactic from his boss, President Bill Clinton, who declared
hdorc a cro\\·d of African Americans in /\tlanta, "I may be white on the outside, but I'm black
on the inside:' in 1906.
6, Hispanics or Latinos arc typically considered to be pcople who can trace their ancestry
to Spanish-speaking Latin ,-\merica, thus excluding Brazil and parts of the Caribbean. In this
studl". I rely on ,1 sdf-reported measure of cthnicity that was used as a screening tjuestion on the
LIF sur.e\ imtrumcnt: "Do you consider yourselt Hispanic or Latino?" (Arteaga 2000).
-;. Robinson argues that one hundred and fifty to two hundred years after slavery was abol
ished, ,\fric,m Americans arc still haunted by the socialpsychological implications that the insti
tutillnof slJvery had on Airican AmericJn-w'hite power relations,
S. It should be emphasi:ed that the survey data arc for California Latinos only, which are
predomin,ltltly of ~Iexican origin. Among survey respondents, 77 percent self-identified as be
ing oi :-'kxicJn Jncestry. To determine the differences among Latino subgroups I include a
dummy v,uiable for Mexican ongin in the models below.
9. U nfoTlun.nely. the sur\'Cy did not follow a strict experimental design. ;\ better approach
would have been to switch the names "Smith" amI "Hernandez" for half of the respondents to
more aceur,nel" duc·rmine the effects of ethnic attachment on vote choice. However, because
fieTnandc: is portrayed as the Republican candidate and California Latinos have strong ties to
the J)emllc'ratic Party. it provides considerable insight into the role of ethnicity in Latino vote
choice.
to. The full results for yuestion 13 were: Smith 25 percent: Hernandez 4il percent: neither 5
percent: combination 16 percent: don't know 7 percent l/\rteaga :lOOO),
II. The trichotomou> dependent v,ui,lblc takes a value of 0 when Smith is preferred, 1 when
voters ,Ue undecided. and: \\'hen Hernandez is preferred. The neither. combination. and don't
know votcrs can all be considered to be undecided beTWeen the two candidates and placed in
betwcen the options on the three-point index, as opposed to taking a value of zero.
12. The combined results for Democrats and Republic,ms to this question were: 26 percent
Latino: 4:) percent partisan: 20 percent depends on the candidates; 5 percent don't know.
13· Elsc\\hcre in the Ll F survey. respondents were asked a series of issues questions and
the salienc'C of e,Kh issu(' was determined. On each issue. respondents were asked if it was very
import.lnt. some\\hat important. not too important. or not at all important. The salience indica
tors fOf, "improving public education:' and" incTCasing affordable housing" were combined and
recodc·d as Smith iSluL'5, Similarly. "preserving family values." and "reducing crime" were com
bined and recoded as llcrIlJnt!c: iJSlll'S. Each variable ranges from 2 to 8.
14· The \.uiable ethllic' ilIl1/,ili:Jtill/l is based on a set of three questiom asking respondents
whether cert,lin elector,ll circumstances would increase or decrease the likelihood that they
might C.lst a ballot. Lnino registered voters wefe a,ked. "Would you be more or less likely to
vote in .m election where ... (I) there was J viable Latino cJndidate; (2) issues important to
l.atinos had been discussed in depth over the course of the election; and (3) Latino organiza
tions .md community leaders were urging Latinos to vote." ,\Ithough the variable specifically
addrew's mobili:ation. it aIso taps the underlying importance of ethnicity with regard to politi
cal beh,l\'ior i Lien 1904: P.mtoja and Woods 19991. Using Cronbach's .llpha, we can determine
the intern,ll consistency of thc' scale. based on the average inter-item correlation. The variable
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ranges from a low of 3 to d high of IS. Overall. the test produces an alpha reading of .7799. which
is quite high for a four-item scale.
15. The variable i'thnic uttuchmcnt combines the responses to four questions about candidate
characteristics. Respondents were asked a series of question, to determine whether different
ethnic-based characteristics would attract support among Latino voters. For example, the survey
asked. "would you vote for a candidate who _ _ _. or would the information make no impact
on your decision to vote?" I combined the following four characteristics in compiling the ethnic
attachment variable: (I) is bilingual in English and Spanish; (2) has a Latino surname; 13) is
endorsed by a Latino organization or group: (4) is Latino and speaks Spanish as his/her native
language. The variable ranges from 4 to 20. Unlike the previow, variable. this measure directly
addresses the role of ethnic identity in can~idate preference. If the ethnic association hypothesis
is correct, both variables should reveal a significant and positive relationship with voting for the
coethnic candidate. Hernandez. For this measure. the Cronbach Alpha is .77.:;8. again a high
degree of reliabiliry.
16. The specific candidate amibutes in this hypothetical election arc not as important. Voters
who stated a preference for a white Democrat are less likely to prefer Hernandez in the ordered
probit analvsis. but this relationship, which is only marginally significant. dissolves in the probit
analysis.
17. In fact, when the TWO variables arc combined into one broad "ethniciry" scale and the
models are reestimated. the predictive capacity of the new ethniciry variable in forecasting a vote
for Hernandez is 62.3 percent. Additional results arc available from the author upon request.
18. Respondents in the TRPI survey were asked, "Just thinking about groups living in the
United States. how much do you think you have in common with other Latinos? Is it a great
deal. a fair amount. only a little, or do you think you have nothing in common?" The ethnic com
monality variable ranges from a low of I to a high of 4.
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